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orms regulate how members of a group ought to behave
and enable social cohesion, coordination, and large-scale cooperation (1–3). Compliance with norms depends, among other
things, on formal and informal mechanisms for sanctioning those
who deviate from established norms (4–6). To date, the study of
how group members in different societies sanction each other in
informal ways has primarily focused on third-party enforcement
of social and moral norms,* including fairness norms about resource distribution (9–14), cooperative norms in cattle raids (15,
16), ownership norms (17), and norms against harming others
(17, 18). Violations of social and moral norms impact others in
significant ways and so, often evoke strong emotional reactions
and enforcement against violators (19).
Social and moral norm violations, however, do not represent
the full range of norm violations that people encounter in their
everyday lives (20). Societies also have a plethora of conventional
norms: rules that determine how people ought to dress, greet
each other, eat, play certain games, and behave in certain public
fora like funerals or weddings (21). In contrast to moral and social
norms, conventional norms coordinate behavior in arbitrary ways
and within some constraints (22), can be altered by consensus or
authorities (8, 23). For example, shaking hands, bumping fists, or
bowing to each other all achieve the same goal of coordinating
how we greet each other. The reason why we follow one rule or
the other is because this is how “we” do things as a group. As
* Research

fields and traditions differ in their definitions of moral and social norms. For
example, some classify prosocial sharing norms as social norms (4, 7) and others as moral
norms (8). We thus broadly group these types of norms together as social and moral
norms.
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conventional norms involve conformity mostly for its own sake,
they present an ideal test case for the extent to which different
communities informally sanction or tolerate rule transgressions.
Some studies have found that young children actively enforce
conventional norms by protesting, correcting others, or reminding them of the rules, even as uninvolved third parties (24–32).
However, this research has been carried out exclusively with children from middle-class families in Europe and North America,
and there exists, to date, no systematic cross-cultural study on
conventional norm enforcement and its intercultural variability.
There is some indication that children’s reasoning about conventional rules differs between societies (33, 34). Moreover, studies
with adults have found cross-national variation in ratings about
norm compliance and tolerance of deviant behaviors (i.e., socalled “loose” and “tight” cultures) (35) as well as in judgements
about how to respond appropriately to conventional norm violations (i.e., metanorms about sanctions) (20). These previous
studies, however, used ratings or judgements of hypothetical
scenarios and provide only limited insight into actual behavior—
children and adults may think that conventional norms should
be enforced in a certain way but may not take the risk of actually sanctioning others. In addition, these studies have mostly
taken place in urban, large-scale societies, and there is evidence
from cross-cultural research on costly third-party enforcement
of fairness norms that use of informal sanctions increases with
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Individuals in all societies conform to their cultural group’s conventional norms, from how to dress on certain occasions to
how to play certain games. It is an open question, however,
whether individuals in all societies actively enforce the group’s
conventional norms when others break them. We investigated
third-party enforcement of conventional norms in 5- to 8-y-old
children (n = 376) from eight diverse small-scale and large-scale
societies. Children learned the rules for playing a new sorting
game and then, observed a peer who was apparently breaking
them. Across societies, observer children intervened frequently
to correct their misguided peer (i.e., more frequently than when
the peer was following the rules). However, both the magnitude
and the style of interventions varied across societies. Detailed
analyses of children’s interactions revealed societal differences in
children’s verbal protest styles as well as in their use of actions,
gestures, and nonverbal expressions to intervene. Observers’ interventions predicted whether their peer adopted the observer’s
sorting rule. Enforcement of conventional norms appears to be an
early emerging human universal that comes to be expressed in
culturally variable ways.
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Table 1.

Overview of participants and societies in the study

Population
=Akhoe
|
Hai||om (ethnic group)
Kikuyu (ethnic group)
La Plata (urban location)
Leipzig (urban location)
Pune (urban location)
Quechua (ethnic group)
Samburu (ethnic group)
Wichí (ethnic group)

Country

Environment

Economic base

Namibia
Kenya
Argentina
Germany
India
Bolivia
Kenya
Argentina

Rural
Rural
Urban
Urban
Urban
Rural
Rural
Rural

Gathering, some wage work
Agriculture, wage work
Wage work
Wage work
Wage work
Agriculture, wage work
Pastoralism, wage work
Craft production, some wage work
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All populations

community size (12, 14), likely because small-scale communities
often rely on other mechanisms such as direct reciprocity and reputation management (36). It is an open question whether smallscale communities also engage in less third-party enforcement
of conventional norms than large, urban populations, and it is
possible that egalitarian hunter-gatherer communities may be
particularly tolerant of conventional transgressions (37) and not
show any enforcement.
We, therefore, conducted a comprehensive study with 376
(5- to 8-y-old) children from eight diverse small- and largescale societies (Table 1 and SI Appendix). The study included
children from three urban locations on three different continents
(South America, Europe, Asia) and from five rural locations
on two continents (South America, Africa). The sites differed
substantially in community sizes, ranging from rural dwellings
of a few hundred people to cities with millions of inhabitants;
in the languages spoken; and in their economic activities,
including wage labor, agriculture, and (recently sedentized)
hunter-gatherers. This resulted in a maximally diverse sample
(13, 38–40) and ensured diversity in both rural and urban
locations, avoiding simplistic dichotomies of urban Global
North vs. rural Global South (41). Children were slightly older
than children in previous norm enforcement studies in Europe
(28, 30) but fell within the age range in which societal differences
in normative behaviors such as sharing behavior and respect for
ownership emerge (38–40, 42, 43).
We introduced children to a new sorting game with two
(incompatible) conventional norms (26); half of the children
learned to sort by shape, and half of them learned to sort by
color. Game rules are quintessential conventional norms as they
are arbitrary rules that coordinate how we do things (e.g., sort
objects) in a specific context† and because they are relatively
easy to understand, have been frequently used in studies on
children’s norm enforcement (26, 28, 29, 44). Moreover, using
a novel sorting game allowed for a well-controlled comparison
across sites, as all children were equally unfamiliar with the game
and were introduced to the rules in the same way. Specifically,
children learned the sorting rules via a video recording of a
(male) native speaker who used generic language (e.g., “This
is how you play this game.”) and then practiced sorting with
peer partners. This wording and procedure ensured that children
viewed the novel rule as a norm and not simply as an individual
sorting preference (45, 46). After children had learned their
respective sorting rule, one child acted as the observer, and
another child acted as the player (Fig. 1). First, observers were
paired with a player who had learned the same sorting rule to
establish a baseline of observers’ behavior in the game (samerule condition). Then, observers were paired with a new player
who had learned a different sorting rule to investigate observers’
†

A binary sorting rule could be compared, for example, with the prototypical convention
of what side of the road to drive on.
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Same rule
Rule conflict
dyads (female) dyads (female) Average age (y)
18 (10)
24 (10)
24 (12)
24 (12)
24 (12)
26 (14)
24 (12)
24 (12)

18 (10)
24 (10)
24 (12)
24 (12)
24 (12)
26 (14)
24 (12)
24 (12)

6.6
6.6
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5

188 (94)

188 (94)

6.5

reactions to their peer’s apparent norm violation (rule-conflict
condition; within-subjects design with fixed order).
If children in a particular society enforce conventional norms
as third parties, then we would expect higher intervention rates
in the rule-conflict condition as compared with the same-rule
condition (26). We expected to find societal variation in norm enforcement and speculated that children from urban, large-scale
societies would show larger intervention effects than children
from small-scale societies (12, 14), with the recently sedentized
hunter-gatherer group (Hai||om) showing the smallest effect
(and possibly, none at all). In addition to studying whether interventions occurred, we also investigated how children enforced
norms by coding children’s verbal and nonverbal behaviors in
detail. Norm enforcement styles or norms about how to enforce
norms (so-called “metanorms”) are an understudied area (20,
47), and no systematic cross-cultural comparison of actual norm
enforcement behavior has been conducted to date. We expected
that children in urban samples would use rule-related protest
(e.g., “This is how you should do it.”) more frequently than
imperative protest (e.g., “Don’t do it.”) (28, 29, 32) but were
agnostic about verbal protest preferences in small-scale societies.
We were also agnostic about preferences for nonverbal intervention styles across all societies as our coding scheme of nonverbal

Fig. 1. Study setup. One child acted as the observer, and the other child
acted as the player. Children initially learned the sorting rules via videos,
featuring native speakers, from a laptop computer and then, practiced with
peer partners.
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behaviors was more detailed than that of any previous norm
enforcement study. Finally, to investigate the effectiveness of
potential interventions, we analyzed whether observers’ interventions in the rule-conflict condition predicted changes in players’
behavior (i.e., switching to the observer’s sorting rule).

All Observer Interventions
Comparing Conditions by Society
Expected Mean and 95% CI

Same Rule

Results
We coded children’s nonverbal behaviors and transcribed (and
translated, where necessary) their utterances from video. Coding
of nonverbal behaviors included actions (e.g., putting blocks,
removing them), gestures (e.g., pointing, miming), expressions
(e.g., head shakes), and body contacts (e.g., holding, pushing)
(SI Appendix). Coding of verbal behaviors included rule protest
(i.e., explicitly referring to the sorting rule or using deontic
verbs like “should”) and imperative protest (e.g., “no,” “don’t do
it”). Our statistical analyses focused on these codes (additional
verbal codes are in SI Appendix). We analyzed our data with
Bayesian multilevel models and compared sets of nested models
using the widely application information criterion (WAIC) and
WAIC weights (Materials and Methods and SI Appendix). We
report estimates of fixed effects as incidence rate ratios, their
95% confidence intervals (95% CI), and posterior probabilities (post. prob.) for the direction of the effect (increase vs.
decrease).
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Comparing Verbal and Nonverbal Interventions (Rule-Conﬂict Condition). Next, we compared observers’ use of verbal protest and

nonverbal interventions in the rule-conflict condition. Model
comparisons revealed that a model including intervention type,
‡

We z-transformed age so 1 unit corresponds to one SD. In our data, dyads had a mean
age of M = 6.5 y with SD = 1.06 y.
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Intervention Count
Fig. 2. All observer interventions (verbal protest and nonverbal interventions combined) across conditions. Expected means and 95% CIs were
predicted for an average child per condition and society.

a type × society interaction (modeled as random slopes for type,
varying by society), dyad age, and gender made better predictions
(WAIC = 1,745, SE = 35, weight = 1.0) than any of the other
models (WAICs ≥ 1,832, SEs ≥ 44, weights = 0) (SI Appendix).
We find strong, but not definitive, evidence that children were
more likely to use nonverbal interventions than verbal protest
(Est = 1.31, 95% CI = [0.92, 1.85], post. prob. increase = 0.95).
Older children were less likely to intervene than younger children
(Est = 0.88, 95% CI = [0.78, 0.98], post. prob. decrease = 0.99).
Gender had no clear effect (Est = 1.00, 95% CI = [0.79, 1.27],
post. prob. increase = 0.49). We plotted expected means for
each society (Fig. 3) to further inspect the type × society interaction. Hai||om children had clearly higher expected means for
nonverbal than verbal interventions. For five societies (Kikuyu,
La Plata, Quechua, Samburu, Wichí), the model predicted somewhat higher expected means for nonverbal interventions than for
verbal protest, but 95% CIs overlapped considerably.
Comparing Types of Verbal Protest (Rule-Conflict Condition). We
further analyzed observers’ verbal protest by comparing their
use of rule protest and imperative protest. Model comparisons
revealed that a model including verbal type, a type × society interaction (modeled as random slopes for type, varying by society),
dyad age, and gender made better predictions (WAIC = 1,361,
3 of 7
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Comparing Observer Interventions across Conditions. We first analyzed whether observers intervened more frequently in the ruleconflict than in the same-rule condition. Model comparisons
revealed that a model including condition, a condition × society
interaction (modeled as random slopes for condition, varying by
society), dyad age, and gender made better predictions (WAIC =
1,963, SE = 47, weight = 1.0) than models without the society ×
condition interaction or without main effects of society and condition (all other models: WAICs ≥ 2,022, SEs ≥ 47, weights =
0) (SI Appendix). We found strong evidence that observers were
(255%) more likely to intervene in the rule-conflict condition as
compared with the same-rule condition (Est = 3.55, 95% CI =
[2.32, 5.39], post. prob. increase = 1.00). We found evidence, but
not definitive evidence, that older children were somewhat less
likely to intervene than younger children‡ (Est = 0.91, 95% CI =
[0.79, 1.03], post. prob. decrease = 0.94). The estimated effect of
gender (boys vs. girls) was small and had an uncertain direction
(Est = 1.08, 95% CI = [0.83, 1.40], post. prob. increase = 0.72).
To inspect the interaction between society and condition, we
plotted expected means for each condition per society (Fig. 2).
In all societies, expected mean interventions were higher in the
rule-conflict condition than in the same-rule condition, and in
all societies, apart from Leipzig, the 95% CIs did not overlap.
In the rule-conflict condition, the model predicted the highest
mean for Hai||om children, the lowest mean for Leipzig children,
and similar ranges for the other six societies. In supplementary
analyses, we added the (natural logarithm of) community size
(12) to the model, but the advantage of a model with an interaction between community size × condition was very small and
uncertain as all models had very similar WAICs (SI Appendix).
Estimates indicated (although not definitely) that the likelihood
of intervention decreased slightly with increasing community size
(Est = 0.94, 95% CI = [0.86, 1.02], post. prob. decrease = 0.95).
Additional analyses of observer and player behaviors can also be
found in SI Appendix.

Rule Conflict

Rule Conflict Condition
Verbal Protest vs. Non−Verbal Interventions
Expected Mean and 95% CI

Verbal Protest

Non−Verbal

Akhoe Hai||om

Kikuyu

La Plata

Leipzig

Pune

Quechua

comparisons revealed that a model including nonverbal type,
a type × society interaction (modeled as random slopes
for type, varying by society), dyad age, and gender made
better predictions (WAIC = 2,190, SE = 88, weight = 1.0)
than any of the other models (WAICs ≥ 2,334, SEs ≥ 96,
weights = 0) (SI Appendix). Across societies, children were more
likely to use actions, gestures, and expressions than contacts
(actions vs. contacts: Est = 30.13, 95% CI = [12.61, 69.64];
gestures vs. contacts: Est = 30.27, 95% CI = [16.17, 59.74];
expressions vs. contacts: Est = 18.34, 95% CI = [8.65, 38.17];
all post. prob. of increase = 1.00). Older children were less
likely to use nonverbal interventions than younger children
(Est = 0.79, 95% CI = [0.69, 0.91], post. prob. decrease = 1.00).
Gender had no clear effect (Est = 0.94, 95% CI = [0.72, 1.22],
post. prob. of decrease = 0.69). Plotting of expected means
for the different intervention types revealed different societal
profiles (Fig. 5) and no clear distinction between small-scale and
large-scale societies.
Do Observer Interventions Affect Players’ Sorting Rule?. Finally, we
analyzed whether observers’ overall interventions (i.e., verbal
and nonverbal combined) predicted whether players switched
to using their observer’s sorting rule. Across societies, 20 of
188 players (10.6%) changed to the observer’s sorting rule.
Observers protested more often in dyads where the player
adopted the observer’s rule (Mean = 22.3, SD = 10.4) as
compared with dyads where no change occurred (Mean = 8.8,

Rule Conflict Condition
Verbal Protest Types

Samburu

Expected Mean and 95% CI

Rule Protest

Akhoe Hai||om

Wichí
0

5

10

Imperative Protest

Kikuyu

15

Intervention Count
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Fig. 3. Types of observer interventions (verbal, nonverbal) in the rule
conflict condition. Expected means and 95% CIs were predicted for an
average child per type and society.

SE = 43, weight = 1.0) than any of the other models (WAICs ≥
1,428, SEs ≥ 42, weights = 0) (SI Appendix). We found strong
evidence that children were more likely to use imperative
protest than rule protest (Est = 2.39, 95% CI = [1.23, 4.38],
post. prob. increase = 0.99). There was no clear effect of
age (Est = 1.00, 95% CI = [0.89, 1.12], post. prob. decrease =
0.50). The estimated effect of gender was small and had
an uncertain direction (Est = 1.07, 95% CI = [0.86, 1.34],
post. prob. increase = 0.72). Plotting of expected means for
each society (Fig. 4) showed that in the five small-scale societies
(Hai||om, Kikuyu, Quechua, Samburu, Wichí), means were
clearly higher for imperative protest than for rule protest (no
overlap of 95% CIs). The three urban locations (La Plata,
Leipzig, Pune) had similar expected means for the two verbal
protest types, and their 95% CIs overlapped considerably. During
verbal coding, we also scored whether children mentioned
topics such as punishment, rewards, or authorities (e.g., experimenter/teacher) or tattled to the experimenter (SI Appendix).
These categories were too infrequent for statistical analyses
(descriptive statistics are in SI Appendix).
Comparing Types of Nonverbal Interventions (Rule-Conﬂict Condition). We also analyzed the different types of nonverbal

interventions (actions, gestures, expressions, contacts). Model
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La Plata
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Intervention Count
Fig. 4. Types of observers’ verbal protest (rule protest, imperative protest)
in the rule conflict condition. Expected means and 95% CIs were predicted
for an average child per verbal type and society.
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Gestures
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Wichí
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Intervention Count
Fig. 5. Types of observers’ nonverbal interventions (contacts, expressions,
gestures, actions) in the rule conflict condition. Expected means and 95% CIs
were predicted for an average child per nonverbal type and society.
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SD = 7.8). Model comparisons revealed that a model including
intervention frequency, society (random effect), dyad age, and
gender (WAIC = 106, SE = 18, weight = 0.31) and a model
without the effect of society (WAIC = 104, SE = 18, weight =
0.69) made better predictions than a model with only gender
and age (WAIC = 133, SE = 19, weight = 0) (SI Appendix).
The model without the random effect of society had a slight
advantage, but WAICs for both models were very similar, so
there remains uncertainty about which model better predicted
the data. We report estimates for the more parsimonious
model with higher relative support (note that estimates in
the full model are almost identical); higher intervention rates
increased the likelihood of a change in sorting rule (Est = 1.15,
95% CI = [1.09, 1.21], post. prob. increase = 1.00), with a 15%
(95% CI = [9%, 21%]) increase in likelihood per additional
intervention. We found evidence (although not definitive) of
a gender effect, with boys’ interventions being more likely to
result in change than girls’ interventions (Est = 2.39, 95% CI =
[0.77, 7.53], post. prob. increase = 0.93). Age had no clear effect
(Est = 0.99, 95% CI = [0.58, 1.76], post. prob. decrease = 0.52).
General Discussion
Our study has four main findings. 1) Across eight highly diverse
societies, children intervened more often to correct a peer who
apparently broke the rules than a peer who followed the rules.
2) The intervention rates varied across societies, but there was
no evidence that interventions increased with community size.
3) Verbal protest styles showed distinct patterns for small-scale
vs. large-scale societies, but physical protest styles were more
Kanngiesser et al.
Children across societies enforce conventional norms but
in culturally variable ways
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Expected Mean and 95% CI

heterogeneous. 4) Observer interventions predicted whether
players switched to the observer’s rule.
Based on previous research and theoretical accounts, we expected lower third-party intervention rates in small-scale societies as compared with large-scale, urban societies (12, 14, 36)
and speculated that hunter-gatherer groups may show the smallest effect due to their egalitarian social structure and high tolerance of children’s noncompliance (37, 48). However, we found
that Hai||om children displayed the largest intervention effect
(i.e., difference between same-rule and rule-conflict conditions).
It is possible that the peer context of our study closely mirrored
Hai||om peer-play activities, which are largely unsupervised by
adults and often involve rough play. The Wichí are the only
other society in our sample with a hunter-gatherer past (although
they have been sedentized for more than 100 y and are more
market integrated than the Hai||om), and they showed a similar
intervention effect to five other (small- and large-scale) populations in our study. Leipzig children intervened less often than
children from any of the other societies—including children from
the other two urban locations (Pune, India; La Plata, Argentina).
This aligns with recent findings that German adults, as compared
with Indian and Argentinian adults, viewed it as less appropriate
to use physical and verbal confrontation when others transgress
norms and as more appropriate to use nonaction or gossip (20).
Taken together, we found no evidence that children from largescale societies intervened more frequently in conventional norm
transgressions than children from small-scale societies. Future
studies could investigate how cultural values (e.g., individual
autonomy) as well as socioeconomic factors (e.g., median income) could explain variation across both small- and large-scale
societies (20, 35).
Our results revealed variation in children’s verbal and nonverbal intervention styles. We expected that children in urban,
large-scale societies would use rule protest (e.g., “You should
put red on red.”) more frequently than imperative protest (e.g.,
“No, don’t do it”) (28, 29, 32), but we found that they used rule
protest and imperative protest at similar levels. Previous studies
employed puppets as norm violators, and it is possible that, in
interactions with peers in our study, children assumed a shared
understanding of the rules (common ground) and hence, saw
less of a need to explicitly refer to the rules or to use normative
language (49). Children in the five small-scale societies (Hai||om,
Kikuyu, Quechua, Samburu, Wichí) clearly preferred imperative
protest over rule-related protest, and this variation in verbal
protest styles between small-scale and large-scale societies could
be potentially due to different cultural emphases on justification
and deliberation (50). Note, however, that nonverbal interventions types were more dispersed and not uniform among smallscale and large-scale societies in our study. Societal variation in
enforcement styles (or so-called metanorms) remains an understudied dimension of norm enforcement (20); yet, this variation
matters as conflicts may arise not only about what norm to follow
but also, about how to respond to norm transgressions.
One recent study showed that selective, costly third-party punishment of selfishness during resource distribution increased
during middle childhood and could be detected reliably by age
9 to 10 y in four of six societies (13). We found that even younger
children reliably enforced conventional norms as third parties
when interventions had little to no costs. This is in line with
previous findings for German and North American children who
used third-party punishment at a younger age in cost-free or lowcost situations (51, 52). Our models also revealed for all intervention analyses, apart from verbal protest types, that older children
were slightly less likely to intervene than younger children. As
we used a spontaneous enforcement measure, this finding could
be due to a number of nonmutually exclusive reasons. 1) Older
children could have been more measured and controlled in their
responses than younger children (53), 2) they could have reached
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Rule Conflict Condition
Non−Verbal Intervention Types

agreement faster than younger children (26), or 3) they may
have tolerated conventional transgressions more because they
recognized that different rules can coexist (54). Future studies
could map norm enforcement across a wider age range (refs. 38
and 39 use such an approach) to gain insight into how third-party
enforcement of conventional norms develops beyond early and
middle childhood and for instance, collect concurrent measures
on inhibitory control or on children’s flexibility in reasoning
about social rules.
Finally, there are a number of methodological points to consider. 1) We used a new sorting game with two incompatible
conventional norms (i.e., sort by color vs. sort by shape). Game
rules, like other conventional norms such as what side of the
road to drive on or how to greet each other, are arbitrary rules
about how we do things in a specific context (28, 29). They are
particularly suited for experimental, cross-cultural, and developmental studies as there exists a potentially indefinite number of
new conventional game rules, which allows, for example, for repeated studies in the same field site. Moreover, introducing new
conventional rules avoids any potential negative consequences
and ethical pitfalls of inducing children to violate established
conventional norms of their cultural group. 2) We used a fixedorder design (the justification is in SI Appendix), and while we
cannot entirely rule out that children may have become more
comfortable with intervening later in the study, we are confident that interventions in the rule-conflict condition occurred
primarily due to the apparent rule violation. Previous studies using both between- and within-subjects designs have consistently
found that children protested more in rule-conflict conditions
as compared with (no conflict) control conditions (26, 28–30).
3) Our study focused on children’s spontaneous behavioral and
verbal responses, but similar responses can be accompanied by
different motivations. For instance, children may want to help
a peer to avoid punishment or to teach them the correct rules
(44). We coded children’s utterances for references to topics such
as punishment, reward, or (lack of) knowledge, but occurrences
were too infrequent for any meaningful statistical analyses.
To summarize, we show that children across the globe enforce
conventional norms, albeit in culturally variable ways. Conventional norms set our species apart from other animals (55) and
are at the heart of uniquely human cultural diversity.
Materials and Methods
Participants. We analyzed data from 376 children (5 to 8 y old) from eight
societies (Table 1). We chose this age range as piloting in some of the rural
sites had revealed that younger children were often too shy to participate.
Further details on the samples are in SI Appendix.
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Ethics and Consent. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the ethical guidelines of the German Psychological
Society and the Association of German Professional Psychologists. The study
did not involve any invasive techniques, ethically problematic procedures,
or deception, and therefore, it did not require approval by an institutional
review board (the regulations on freedom of research are in the German
Constitution, Section 5 [3]). Depending on locality, we obtained permission
to conduct the research from education or science ministries, local school
boards, and/or community representatives. Informed consent for children’s
study participation was given by head teachers (=Akhoe
|
Hai||om, Kikuyu,
Quechua, Samburu, Wichí) or parents/legal guardians (La Plata, Leipzig,
Pune).
Procedure. The sorting game consisted of a wooden box with two vertical
sticks and 16 wooden blocks (further details are in SI Appendix). Blocks had
two different shapes (round, square) and two different colors (red, blue).
Children first participated in a training session and then, on a separate day,
in the test session.
Training session. Children learned the sorting rules with a peer partner (not
matched by gender or age). Half of the dyads learned to sort by color, and
half learned to sort by shape. Children who participated as partners in the
training session were never partnered in the test session. Further details on
training are in SI Appendix.
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Test session. In the test session, we combined children into sets of four
matched by gender and age, allowing for up to a 1-y age gap (because of
this, we use mean dyad age in all analyses). Each set included two children
who had learned to sort by shape and two children who had learned to
sort by color. We divided the test session into two phases (in fixed order):
the same-rule phase and the rule-conflict phase (further justifications of the
experimental design are in SI Appendix).
In the same-rule phase, we partnered children with a child who had
learned the same sorting rule (color:color or shape:shape). At the start,
children in a dyad played the game together to ensure that children 1)
remembered the rules correctly and 2) viewed the rules as shared rules. After
that, each child in a dyad once acted as an observer and once as a player
(Fig. 1). We repeated this procedure for the second dyad in the set.
In the rule-conflict phase, we partnered children with a peer who—
unknown to either child—had learned a different sorting rule (color:shape
or shape:color). One child acted as an observer, and the other child acted
as a player (Fig. 1), with assignment to roles determined by a fixed counterbalancing scheme (SI Appendix has details). There was only one trial and no
role reversal as the rule conflict became obvious after the first trial. After
that, children played the game together (not analyzed in the current study).
We repeated this procedure for the second dyad in the set. At the end of
the study, children received small gifts (e.g., sweets, stickers).
Data Recording and Coding. We recorded the study with two cameras for detailed analyses of children’s behaviors and utterances. Children’s utterances
were transcribed and where necessary, translated by native speakers into
English, German, or Spanish (Spanish was further translated into German).
A single coder (fluent in German, English, and Spanish) scored children’s
nonverbal and verbal behaviors in all eight societies (SI Appendix). A second
coder (also fluent in German, English, and Spanish) coded between 25 and
36% of data for reliability purposes. Reliability was very good, with the
vast majority of behavioral codes ICC3 ≥ 0.79 and verbal codes κ ≥ 0.78
(SI Appendix).
Data analyses. We analyzed all data in R (56) and implemented Bayesian
multilevel models using the brms package (57, 58) and the package’s default
priors. The majority of models were fitted using Poisson distributions,
with the exception of the sorting change models that used a Bernoulli
distribution. Our analytical strategy consisted of comparing sets of nested
models that systematically varied in predictors of interest. The full model
usually included an interaction of society and condition (or intervention
type), specified as a random effect of condition/type, varying by society (a
further explanation of this approach is in SI Appendix), and condition as
a fixed effect. We also added mean dyad age (z-standardized to mean of
zero and SD of one) and gender (coded as −0.5/+0.5 [female/male] so the
intercept corresponds to the average of both genders) as fixed effects to the
full model, as well as random effects of participant identifications (IDs). The
null model only included age, gender, and random effects of participant IDs.
Intermediate models had no interaction term (red1) or no random effect
of society (red2). For example, we specified the nested models comparing
observer interventions across conditions as follows.
Full: response ∼ dyad.age + gender + condition + (condition|society) +
(1|observer.id) + (1|player.id)
Red1: response ∼ dyad.age + gender + condition + (1|society) + (1|observer.id) + (1|player.id)
Red2: response ∼ dyad.age + gender + condition + (1|observer.id) +
(1|player.id)
Null: response ∼ dyad.age + gender + (1|observer.id) + (1|player.id)
For each model, we inspected chain convergence and efficiency using
R-hat values and effective sample sizes, and we visually inspected trace
plots of the Markov chains (59). We also conducted graphical posterior
predictive checks by comparing observed data with simulated draws from
the posterior predictive distribution using the bayesplot package (60, 61).
To compare nested models, we used the WAIC, WAIC SEs, and WAIC weights
(62). WAIC provides an approximation for the out-of-sample predictive
accuracy of a model, with smaller WAIC values indicating better predictive
accuracy. WAIC weights indicate relative support for a model within a
set of compared models and always sum to one, with a higher weight
indicating better relative support. For the model with the best support,
we report estimates of fixed effects as incidence rate ratios, their 95% CIs,
and posterior probabilities of the direction of the effect. We derived these
posterior probabilities by calculating the ratio of estimates more than one
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ANTHROPOLOGY

(i.e., increase) or less than one (i.e., decrease) for the respective fixed
effect in the posterior sample. We also inspected posterior distribution plots
(SI Appendix). To inspect random effects of condition|society or type|society,
we predicted mean responses for an average child for each condition and
society using the fitted function in brms and plotted expected means and
their 95% CIs. Rcode to reproduce analyses and figures and deidentified data
are at https://osf.io/x7r2q.

